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Nationwide operator and customer dialing requires the existence of a num-

ber of switching centers equipped with automatic systems having a much
higher order of mechanical "Intelligence" than previous systems. One of the

most important components of this new switching system is the Card Trans-

lator. Its function is to take the telephone address of a call and determine

how to advance this call toward that address. This translator has to meet

unique requirements in that it must accommodate a very large number of

addresses; must provide a great amount of information for routing the calls;

and must enable quick and convenient changes to he made in its stored in-

formation. It must also meet, of course, the normal basic requirements of

reliability, economy, long life, etc. The fundamental principle of this trans-

lator is that of a card file, containing individual coded cards for each des~

tination, with routing information recorded on each card. Whenever the

routing information for a specific code is needed, the system, selects the ap-

propriate card, and reads the information by means of electronic circuits

employing phototransistors and transistor amplifiers.

INTRODUCTION

The "Card Translator" was developed for the 4A toll crossbar system

used at Control Switching Points (CSP) in the nationwide dialing net-

work of offices. Although the many problems and conditions presented

in the development and implementation of a nationwide dialing plan

have been discussed in papers* by A. B. Clark, J. J, Pilliod, H. S. Os-

borne, W. H. Nunn, F. F. Shipley and others, it is necessary to restate

some of these because of their effect on the translation problem and the

features the card translator had to have in order to meet the nationwide

dialing requirements. Translation is the process of converting the called

destination code into information that is needed for the proper routing

of the call.

•B.S.T.J., 31, pp. 823-882, Sept., 1952.
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NUMBERING PLAN

For nationwide dialing it is necessary that each customer have

a distinctive universal number. This numbering system is accom-

plished by dividing the country and Canada into about ninety num-

bering areas. Each of these areas is assigned a distinctive three digit

code which, in order not to conflict with local office three digit codes,

has either the digit "1" or "0" as the second digit. Within these num-

bering areas each local ofEce whl have a distinctive non-conflicting,

name and number code. Since each customer in an office has a distinctive

number, a corresponding distinctive nationwide universal number is

thus provided. To reach a customer outside the local numbering area

will require the diahng of three digits for the area code, three digits for

the office code and four or five digits for the hne number. Thus by dialing

ten or eleven digits a connection can be made to any customer anywhere

within the country and Canada. Fig. 1 shows the present numbering

area code assignments for the United States and Canada.

TOLL LINE SWITCHING NETWORK

A second requirement for nation\vide dialing is the provision of about

70 strategically placed automatic switching toll offices called control

switch points (CSP) throughout the United States and Canada. The

switching system used at each of these 70 or so CSP offices have sev-

eral new features as follows:

1. Six digit translation.

2. Ease in changing and adding routings.

3. Automatic alternate routing.

4. Code conversion.

5. Storing and sending forward digits as needed.

BASIC SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT

In the CSP offices the transmission paths are established through

crossbar switches mounted on the incoming and outgoing link frames

as shown in Fig. 2. The setting up of the connection through these

switches and the linkages is controlled by equipment common to the

office which is held in use only long enough to set up each connection.

The major items of common control equipment are the senders, de-

coders, markers and card translators.

The sender's function is to receive and register the digits of the

called destination, to transmit the area and, if required, the office codes
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to the decoder, and then, as directed subsequently by the marker, to

send digits ahead as may be required.

The decoder's function is to receive the code digits, either 3, 4, 5 or 6,

from the sender and to submit them to the translator for translation

and to make selections of alternate routes as required to route the call

to the destination. The decoder also gives instructions to the sender

and marker to enable them to carry out their functions.

The marker gets access to an outgoing trunk group through the trunk

block connector and selects an idle outgoing trunk in this group, then

chooses an idle linkage between the incoming and outgoing trunks,

operates the crossbar switches to close the transmission path, and gives

the sender information for pulsing ahead as may be required.

The operation of these common control circuits is briefly as follows.

On the arrival of a call the incoming trunk is connected to a sender

through the sender link frame. When the code has been registered the

sender makes connection to the decoder through the decoder connector

circuit. The decoder passes the code to the translator for translation.

There is a translator associated with each decoder which contains the

three-digit cards for the local ofEces and area codes, also perhaps some

six-digit code cards. However, most of the six-digit cards (there may be

several thousands of them) will be in a group of foreign area translators

used in common by all decoders. The decoders obtain information from

the area code card for selecting the particular one of these translators.

Connection to them is made through an appropriate translator connector.

The translator gives information for the selection ot an outgoing trunk

and passes other information for routing the call both to the decoder as

well as to the marker. The marker proceeds with trunk test and the

operation of the switches to estabhsh the connection. When the proper

information has been given to the marker, then the decoder and trans-

lator release from that call. Wlien the marker has given information to

the sender for routing the call and has estabUshed the talking connec-

tion, the marker releases. The sender releases as soon as it has finished

pulsing ahead. In this way these common control units handle many calls

in rapid succession.

SIX DIGIT TRANSLATION

This feature is needed in nationwdde dialing because from a particular

CSP to points in another numbering area there may be several routes or

trunk groups. To reach a point in such an area it is necessary that the

office code as well as the area code be translated to select the route to

..-X.
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OECEueeR 1052

OKLAHOMA AND ONTARIO ARE TO BE DlVtOeO INTO
TWO AND THREE NUMBEHIhfG PLAN AREAS RESPECTIVELY,
THE NEW AREA CODE NUMBERS hlAVE NOT BEEN ASSIGNED

Fig. 1 — Nationwide toll dialing arei
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the desired point in the area. To other areas there may be only one

route and in this case the area code will suffice.

The provision of facilities for the translation of six digits greatly

affected the design of the switching system for the nationwide dialing

CSP offices. It led to the development of the basically new card trans-

lator. In previous toll common control systems translation is done by

means of relays. The code digits, never more than three of them, re-

sulted in the operation of groups of relays in certain combinations and

led to the eventual operation of a route relay for the particular com-

bination of code digits. This route relay with cross-connecting facilities

from its contacts is used for the identification and selection of trunk

groups and other information as might be required for the particular

code routings. To change a routing with this system of translation re-

quired the removal and reconnection of many cross-connections.

With the nationwide dialing plan in operation, routing changes or

opening of new offices in one part of the country will necessitate trans-

lator changes in many offices, some of them far removed from the scene

of the event that forced them to be made. The changes in any one CSP
may, therefore, be frequent under certain conditions, and to make them

by running cross-connections would be cumbersome and expensive. The

new translator uses punched cards instead of relays making it possible to

effect changes by the simple process of removing old cards and insert-
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Fig. 2 — Schematic diagram of crossbar switching syetem for CSP's.
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ing new ones in the machine. This can be done in a very short time and

requires less out-of-service time for the equipment.

CARD FILE

A card is provided for each area code and also one for each office code

that must be translated in a particular CSP, the cards representing

destinations. The cards are lined up in a box as in a filing drawer with

tabs along the bottom of the cards resting on select bars which run the

length of the box. It is by operating the select bars in combinations,

depending upon the code, that the particular card for the destination

is selected. Each card, as shown in Fig. 3, has tabs, one for each select

bar along the bottom edge. The information presented to the card

translator for the selection of a card is in the form of code digits on a

two-out-of-five basis. Each card is coded by removing afi of the tabs ex-

cept those that represent the particular combination of select bars

for the particular code. When a code is presented to the translator, a

combination of select bars corresponding to the code is lowered and

the card having all tabs removed except those that were resting on the

lowered selects bars will be selected while all other cards will remain

in their normal positions.

The groups of tabs labeled, A, B, C, D, E and F (Fig. 4) are for the

six code digits. For each digit, two tabs remain, since the digits are

ENLARGED HOLE
(AS REQUIRED BY CODING!

FOR USE WITH
CARD LIFT BAIL

FOR USE WITH CARD
LIFT BAIL AND TO
CLEAR BIN BAR

UNENLARGED HOLE
(lie BEFORE CODING)

WIDE TAB FOR CARD
SUPPORT BAR

FOR USE WITH
CODING TOOL

ALL TABS REMOVED EXCEPTING
THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATED
CODE SELECT AND CARD SUPPORT BARS

FOR USE WITH
COOING AND BULK
HANDLING TOOLS

Pig 3 — Typical coded card as seen from the phototransistor side.

- .-'r-*C'Vi>w«.
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registered in the sender on a two-out-of-five basis and the leads from the

sender will cause the select bars to be operated. If the card represents

an ordinary three digit code, all the tabs will be cut off except two

each for the A, B, and C groups of tabs, and, for reasons that will

be discussed later, two of the four CG tabs, card group, will also be

removed. In addition, either the VO or NVO tab may be removed. The

VO and NVO tabs are used when the group of toll lines over which the

call will be routed is divided into one sub-group of a transmission grade

suitable only for terminal traffic (NVO, meaning "not via only") and

another subgroup for either terminal or suitched-thru traffic (VO mean-

ing "via only"). If the card represents a sLx-digit code, two tabs will be

left in each of the six code digit positions and a different pair of card

group tabs will be used.

The cards, then, are in different groups and are selected by combinations

of code select bars together with the card group select bars. As noted

there are four of these card group bars, CGO, CGI, CG2 and CG4.

They are used in the six possible combinations, two at a time as follows:

For the regular three-digit code cards CGI and CG4, for the regular

six-digit code cards CG2 and CG4; the other four combinations CGO
and CGI, CGO and CG2, CGI and CG2, and CGO and CG4 are used for

.selecting the four groups of alternate route cards, which may be of the

three-digit or six-digit variety.

CODE CAPACITY

The card translator by means of the code select bars and card tabs

provides facilities for a great number of different codes and routings.

There are 40 select bars provided, 36 of these are used in the combina-

tions as has been described, two are reserved for possible future use and

the remaining two are used for aligning the cards as will be discussed

later. The total possible card code combinations is sufficient for growth

in nation-wide dialing for the foreseeable future.

TRANSLATOR CARD CAPACITY

In some CSP offices there will be many thousands of cards for the

destinations to be reached. It was not mechanically practicable to design

a single translator capable of acconomodating all these cards and more-

over it would not have been economical, particularly for many of the

smaller CSP offices. Also for service hazard reasons and to provide for

the simultaneous translation of several calls, needed to handle traffic

during heavy load periods, more than one translator is required in a
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CSP. Considering these factors, it was found desirable to design the

card translator to accommodate over a thousand cards.

TRANSLATORS

Since several translators are needed in a CSP, for further economy

and consistent with service hazards, the translators are segregated ac-

cording to the groups or kinds of cards they contain. These are as

follows

:

Decoder Translators

These translators contain the local three-digit office code, the three-

digit area code, the alternate route code and, where space permits, some

of the high usage six-digit foreign area code cards. Several of these

translators are furnished, one for each decoder, depending upon the

volume of traffic handled by the particular CSP.

Foreign Area Translators

These are furnished, one or two per office (maximum 19), for each 1000

or so foreign area code cards. These translators are in a common pool

and the particular one is selected when needed for the six-digit code to

be translated.

Decoder Foreign Translators

If there are sufficient high calling rate, six-digit, foreign area cards, to

justify it, these translators may be provided, one per decoder.

Emergency Translator

Provisions are made so that the emergency translator can be sub-

stituted for any other translator by changing the cards of the trans-

lator in trouble to the emergency translator.

TRANSLATOR OUTPUT

The translator output information required for a CSP office for na-

tionwide dialing must be very extensive to accommodate the many

varieties of routes over which calls must be completed. The need for

automatic alternate routing, code conversion and the storing and sending

forward of digits also affects the need for increased translation output.

The output is provided by means of the 1 18 holes in the face of each card.
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By enlarging these holes in combinations the output information for the

particular route is obtained.

As seen in Fig. 4 the top holes beginning at the left of the card are

used for "pretranslation" purposes. The senders are not provided with

facilities which enable them to predetermine when to present for trans-

lation the first three digits received or when to wait for more than this

number as when six-digit translation is required. Therefore the sender

always requests translation when the first three digits are received.

So for six-digit calls, the sender must be uiformed to disconnect from

the translator after three digits have been received and wait for six

digits. The CA6, (come again six) hole in the card is used for this pur-

pose. The CA4 and CA5 holes are used similarly for calls to certain

four- or five-digit operator codes, informing the sender to apply agaui

for translation with four or five digits. The NCA (No Come Again) hole

is used for three-digit calls.

The "OGT" holes are used to inform the common control equipment

on which train of switches the outgoing trunk appears to enable

the associated circuits to select the proper switching tram. The remain-

ing holes on the top line are for controlling operation of traffic meters.

On the second line, the translator box number holes are used on

area code cards to indicate which translator contains the particular

cards for the called area when six-digit translation is required. The INDI

hole on the second line and the IND2 hole on the fourth line which

commonly are referred to as index holes are never enlarged. They serve

as an indication that a card has dropped and that all is ready for trans-

lation output detection. These index holes also aid in trouble detection

in case of light failure, for routing of certain calls where cards are de-

liberately omitted and for calls where a blank code was dialed in error.

The class holes are used for mdicating the type of outpulsing and the

kind of signalling channels used on trunk groups out of the office.

The area code control holes on the third line are used for deter-

mining the number of digits to be transmitted forward to the next office

and for supplying undialed code digits needed piimarily in connection

with automatic alternate routing. The alternate route pattern

NUMBER holes are used for the selection of the series of alternate routes

to be used.

The holes on the fourth line are for making proper disposition of calls

when all trunks are busy and to inform the associated circuits how many

digits should be received for the particular code.

The CODE CONVERSION holes on the fifth line are used to supply the

sender with information as to the outpulsing of certain arbitrary digits

-J- -..---I- '^k^^i.^^ii^'.—jtattiss.a
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as may be required through step-by-step toll trains. Facilities are pro-

vided for the outpulsing of one, two or three digits as may be required.

The VARIABLE SPILL CONTROL holcs OH the sixth line inform the

sender when to pulse forward all digits as received, or to omit sending

the first three or six code digits.

The remaining holes on the card define the location on the switching

frames having the desired outgoing tioink appearances. The notches

around the outer edges of the card are for proper positioning of the card

in the stack and for card removal purposes as will be discussed later.

CARD OUTPUT DETECTION

The enlargement of the holes in the face of the card to obtain the

translation output as previously stated is recognized by means of modu-

lated light beams falling on phototransistor detectors. With all of the

Fig. 5 — Normal (above) and dropped card views aa seen from the photo-
transistor side.
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cards in their normal positions they are aligned and the holes in the

cards form unobstructed, horizontal tunnels called channels through

the entire stack. When a particular card has been selected and dropped

a distance shghtly greater than the height of an unenlarged hole, these

light beams through all of the channels are blocked by the dropped card

except for those holes which have been enlarged. This results in a pattern

of clear channels which represents the translator output information.

The change in the silhouette of the stack from the condition of all

cards normal to that of one card dropped is shown in Fig. 5.

THE CHANNEL CIRCUIT

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the circuit used to determine whether a

particular channel is interrupted by a dropped card or not. Each block,

with the exception of the light source, represents a piece of equipment

provided individually for each channel. The light source is common to

all channels. If the hole in the dropped card for a particular channel has

been enlarged, the light will pass completely through the stack of cards

and fall on the phototransistor. The phototransistor converts the light

into an electrical signal which, after being increased by the transistor

amplifier, is used to trigger a cold cathode gas tube. The gas tube in turn

operates the channel relay. This relay is located in the associated equip-

ment which uses the information supplied by the translator to process

the call.

In making a detailed examination of the channel circuit, it is con-

venient to consider it in two parts: the optical section and the electrical.

The optical section includes everything up to the point where the Ught

falls upon the germanium of the phototransistor. This part of the chan-

nel is shown functionally as Fig. 7. The light source is a standard pro-

jection type lamp normally rated at 500 watts. To obtain long life it is

operated in the translator at about half of its rated voltage at which

level its input is approximately 170 watts. This type of lamp was

chosen because of its high concentration of light in a small plane

area.

The light from the lamp passes through a motor driven perforated disc

which modulates it with an approximate square wave at a 400-cycle

rate. Modulated light is used because it is more economical to use ac

. •i'- ir-tI,^..-uuiA.X
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PHOTO-
TRANSISTOR

LAMP

Fig. 7 — Optical section of channel circuit.

than dc amplifiers and also siace the difference between the light and

dark currents of the phototransistor is the important factor rather than

the absolute value of either. The modulated light is collimated by a lens

to minimize the loss as the beam passes through the holes in the card.

Unless interrupted by a dropped card, this light beam will bass through

all of the cards and fall on the lens which focuses the light on the sen-

sitive area of the phototransistor. The light intensity at the lens of the

phototransistor is 34-foot candles minimum. This is equivalent to about

12 millilumens at the phototransistor, a figure relatively small when

compared to the light intensity that is required by conventional photo-

electric cells.

The electrical part of the channel circuits starts with the photo-

transistor and is shown in Fig. 8. The light acts as the emitter of the

phototransistor. The collector is of the conventional type for point

contact transistors. As is normal in grounded base transistor circuits,

the collector of the phototransistor is biased in the high impedance di-

rection. A variation in the light intensity causes a variation in the col-

lector impedance of the phototransistor. The type used has an impedance

of about 10,000 ohms when dark which is reduced to approximately

3,000 ohms when illuminated. The output of an illuminated photo-

transistor when coupled to the amplifier ranges from 1.3 to 12 volts

positive peak at 400 cycles depending upon the age and condition of the

transistor.

Since the discrimination by the channel circuit between a clear or

blocked light path depends upon the presence or absence of an ac output

from the phototransistor, noise of sufficient magnitude, if present when

the channel is dark, would cause a false indication. To guard against

such false indications each phototransistor is checked during manu-

facture for dark noise. During a five minute interval the dark voltage

must not exceed 75 milhvolts.
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The phototransistor is coupled to the amplifying transistor by trans-

former Tl. This permits convenient matching of impedances and separa-

tion of the dc bias voltage. A voltage limiting varistor, V, is connected

across the input of the transformer to limit surges which might other-

wise damage the amplifying transistor. The circuit of the transistor

amplifier is a conventional arrangement.

Voltage gain of the amplifier, including the input transformer to the

gas tube, varies from 40 to 100. However, when operating in the trans-

lator, the phototransistors normally will drive the amplifier to saturation

MODULATEDn
LIGHT I

PHOTO
TRANSISTOR

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

-:«.-—

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT

CHANNEL
RELAY

i8oon

+ 130V

Fig. 8 — Electrical section of channel circuit.

which limits the output to 160 volts positive peak. For the purpose of

guaranteeing operation, a minimum output voltage of 38.5 has been

set as a rejection point for a phototransistor-amphfier combination.

The output of the transistor ampHfier is normally sufficient to break

down the control gap of the cold cathode gas tube. SuflEicient current

flows in this control gap to insure reliable transfer to the main gap when

the output control relay O in the associated equipment operates. To

aid deionization of the gas tubes, the bias of —24 volts is removed from

the control anode just before charmel operation is required. The relay R,

which replaces the bias voltage with ground, is operated by a circuit

which checks that the card being dropped is completely down. This

"down" check circuit utilizes the two index holes in the card which are

never enlarged and employs two phototransistors to detect the presence

or absence of light through these holes.

Fig. 9 shows the card down check circuit. It differs from the routing

information channel circuits in that the operation of a relay is required
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when the light is blocked. Therefore the transistor amphfier-gas tube

circuit is not applicable. For the down check channels, the output of the

phototransistors is amplified by the first section of a conventional double

triode therminonic emission tube VI. The ac signal at the plate of VI

is rectified by a conventional full wave rectifier consisting of transformer

T3 and tube V2. The rectifier voltage is negative with respect to ground

and when it is impressed on the grid of the second section of tube VI,

that section is driven beyond cutoff. Therefore, as long as light falls on

the phototransistor, no current flows through the relay. When the

ii

PHOTO
TRANSISTOR VI

O.SAfF (407A)/

4-000 A
rl

tt isoon.

-A/W

;i=: 0.5/1 F

0.1MEG +'3pV

I65n
I WV—i-A/W

Fig. 9 — Card down check circuit.

dropped card blocks the Ught, the negative voltage on the grid disap-

pears and the tube conducts, thus operating the associated relay. While

the prime purpose of this down check is to signal the associated equip-

ment that the card is in position for recording its output code, advantage

is taken of this circuit's abihty to distinguish between a light and dark

phototransistor at any time to provide alarms in the event of a lamp or

modulating disc failure.

After the card has been checked down and the associated equipment

is ready to accept the output of the card, that equipment connects a

positive 130-volt battery through its channel relays to the main anodes

of the gas tubes. All gas tubes associated with illuminated channels

will have their control gaps fired and win transfer to the main gaps.

This operates the corresponding channel relays in the associated equip-
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merit. The relays in operating lock to ground and thereby extinguish

the main gap discharges thus increasing the life of the gas tubes. Those

channels which have been blanked out ^vill not have the control gaps of

the gas tubes broken down. Therefore when the 130 volts is applied, the

relays associated with the darkened channels will not operate. The

operation or non-operation of the relays in the associated equipment

completes the function of the channel circuits.

The capacitor and resistor network at the main anode of the tube is

to prevent transients due to the operation of other channels from falsely

firing the main gap of a dark channel.

CHANNEL PACKAGES

The phototransistor is mounted in a metal tube along with a lens

that focuses the colliminated light on the transistor. Fig. 10 is a cutaway

LENS

COLLECTOR' '^ GERMANIUM
BLOCK

Fig. 10 — Cut away view of phototranaistor.

view of the 3A phototransistor showing the relationship of the lens to

the transistor. To mount in the translator, the tube is slipped into an

accurately positioned hole and clamped in place using the slotted ear.

This mechanical fastening is also the ground connection. The output

lead from the cohector is attached using a slip-on connector.

The amplifying transistor, transformer Tl, varistor V, the resistor

and two capacitors of the amplifier are packaged in a convenient "plug-

in" unit. Fig. 11 is a photograph of these amplifiers. As shown, the

transistor is mounted under a removable cap on the package so that it

may be conveniently replaced if necessary.

The gas tube, transformer 12, and the associated resistor and capaci-

tor are also assembled as a packaged unit.

TRANSLATOR CIRCUITRY

The card translator is mounted on an associated translator table as

sho\vn in Fig. 12. The translator table contains the transistor amplifiers

.£ifB^--^i^K4A'i«*fe«iB>i^AfetBiAiaMb
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and the cold cathode tubes one for each of the channel circuits as pre-

viously discussed, and, in addition, the miscellaneous relays through

which the operation of the translator is controlled. As already stated,

the connection between a translator and the associated decoder is

through suitable connector relays which are either a part of the decoder

or on a separate connector frame.

The phototransistors may be adversely affected by temperatures

greater than 130°F. Therefore, to provide satisfactory operation during

sustained heavy traffic load periods and with high ambient room tem-

peratures, an air circulating and filtering unit, as shown in Fig. 13, may
be provided. This unit mounts on the translator in place of the regular

end cover and otherwise requires no further apparatus change. For

convenience in ordering, the "IB" translator is specified when the air

cooling unit is desired. Otherwise the "lA" translator will be furnished.

The translator table contains relays for controlling the dropping,

checking, and restoring of the cards in the translator. First are the relays

that operate the card "pull-up" and "puU-down" magnets. Then there

are select code bar control relays, one for each bar, operated from the

sender or decoder, which in turn operate the associated select code bar

solenoids. These relays are necessary since the lead resistance from the

sender to the translator would adversely affect the operating time of the

code bar solenoids. Finally, there are relays that check the code bars for

proper operation on a "two-out-of-five" basis. Two, and only two code

TRANSFORMER, VARISTOR AND
RECTIFIER PLUS TWO CAPACITORS

MOUNTED IN THIS PORTION

PLUG-IN BASE

Fig. 11 Transistor amplifier.
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Fig. 12 — Card translator and table.

bars for each digit must be operated, before an attempt is made to drop

a card.

The operating cycle of the relays and the translator in selecting a

card and restoring it is then as follows:

When the translator is first seized the pull-up magnets are energized

and when the cards are suspended the latches are operated. The decoder

then closes the leads over which the code bar relays operate and they

in turn operate the code bar solenoids. When the proper number of

these are operated a check for this is made which releases the latch.
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With the latch restored to normal the pull-up magnet is de-energized.

All the cards then drop until they meet the code bars, about 0.016".

The card for the particular code, however, conthiues 0.180" further,

because the bars for all the tabs have been lowered until it rests on the

pull-down magnetic pole face. The index channel relays then operate

causing the decoder to read the output of the card.

When the decoder has checked that it has received pi'oper information

from the card, and on certain calls when the marker has selected an

Fig. 13 — Card translator equipped with cooling unit.
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outgoing trunk, the decoder releases the translator. Just prior to this,

the decoder operates an automatic restoral relay in the translator, which

causes the card to be restored to its normal position in the stack. This

takes place by again energizing the pull-up magnet, and, when the cards

are again suspended, the latches are operated and the code bars are

released, restoring to their normal positions. The card that was down

is restored by the code bars to its position in the stack. All the relays in

the translator table then release except for a slow releasing relay which

remains operated holding the pull-up and latch magnets energized so

that a subsequent call does not have to wait for these magnets to operate

and suspend the cards. This feature saves time under heavy traffic.

TRANSLATION TIME

The call carrying capacity of a translator and the number of trans-

lators for a particular CSP is directly related to the time required for

translation, that is, the selection, reading and restoral of the translator

cards. For this reason, particular attention to translation time was used

in the design, not only of the translator, but throughout all the associated

circuits of the switching system.

Since the translators in service are always controlled by the decoder

circuits and since the number of decoder translators and decoder foreign

area (DFA) translators are directly proportional to the number of de-

coders, the times for the various types of translation and alternate

routing vf\\\ be given in terms of the holding time of the decoder.

PRETRANSLATION

This requires approximately 235 miUiseconds. On this type of call

translation of three digits, when either four, five or six digits are needed

for the routing, informs the sender to release the decoder and wait for

the rest of the code.

THREE DIGIT TRANSLATION

The time for this type of call is approximately 330 milliseconds. This

is when three digits are sufficient for a routing.

SIX DIGIT TRANSLATION '

The time for this is approximately 550 miUiseconds, assuming that

the six-digit card is in the decoder translator. This does not include the

.a'*«w^fan-.-?»t—
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pretranslation time. Pretranslation does not occur if the office code as

well as the area code is registered in the sender before the decoder is

connected. This often occurs during periods of heavy traific. On six-digit

translation, two cards must be translated, the three-digit area code

followed by the six-digit destination code card.

SIX DIGIT TRANSLATION IN FOREIGN AREA TRANSLATOR (FAT)

This type of call requires approximately 560 milliseconds. The area

code card in the decoder translator gives the information for selecting

the particular FAT in which the six-digit card is located. The trans-

lation time will be extended if there is a delay, due to another decoder

using the FAT. Pretranslation time, as stated above is not included.

SIX-DIGIT TRANSLATION-PraNCIPAL CITY AND VACANT CODE ROUTING (fAt)

In this case translation requires approximately 615 milliseconds. This

is for routings to areas where there is a principal city (PC) , usually an-

other CSP, through which all calls to that area can be completed, although

in the area there are other destinations reached over direct high usage

trunks. In this case, to save cards and perhaps translators, the six-digit

cards for all destinations reached directly through the PC are deliber-

ately omitted. The time given is for a call to such a destination. The
three-digit card for the area has on it information for the proper routing

of the call to the principal city. For those destinations where the six-

digit cards are omitted, as well as for vacant codes in such areas, the

call is routed to the principal city. Pretranslation and foreign area trans-

lator delay times, if any, are not included.

THREE-DIGIT CARD-TO-CARD TRANSLATION

This t3T)e of card-to-card operation is used where there are several

sub-groups of trunks or routes to the destination and the decoders do

not have facilities for determining which group of trunsk has an idle

trunk. The routing information for each trunk group must be presented

successively to the marker in selecting an idle trunk.

The translation time, considering that an idle trunk is selected from

information on the first card, is approximately 330 milliseconds, assum-

ing no marker delays. When the trunks for the first card are found

busy and routing is made from the second card, the total time is about

550 milliseconds. This increases to about 770 milhseconds for routings
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from the third card and finally to 1060 milliseconds for the fourth card

routing.

SIX-DIGIT CARD-TO-RELAY TRANSLATION

This type of operation is used where the first group of trunks to the

destination is of the type that requires test by the marker for selecting

an idle trunk. There are alternate routes, however, in which the decoder

can determine which group has an idle trunk. In this case the area code

card provides information for the selection of the first six-digit card.

This card has information for routing the call over the first group of

trunks. There are alternate route cards for each subgroup of alternate

routes. There may be as many as five alternate routes, each of which

may have as many as four sub-groups of 40 trunks each.

The translation time, assuming the routmg is from the first card, is

about 550 milliseconds. For routings from any one of the alternate route

cards, the time increases to approximately 800 milliseconds. Pretransla-

tion and FAT delay time, if any, are not included.

THREE-DIGIT CARD-TO-RELAT TRANSLATION

The time required is about 350 milliseconds for routings from the first

card and about 580 milliseconds for routing from an alternate route card.

SIX-DIGIT RELAY-TO-BELAY TRANSLATION

This type of operation is used where all of the trunks mcluding the

alternate routes are tested by the decoder in determinmg in which group

there is an idle trunk.

The translation time, assuming the routing is from the first six-digit

card, is approximately 575 milliseconds. For routings to succeeding

alternate routes the time is approximately 800 milliseconds.

MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

Although the card translator and all of its components are designed

for relatively long and trouble-free fife, adequate testing facilities and

maintenance procedures are essential because of the importance of the

individual CSP's in nationwide dialing. Adequate guards and methods

of procedure have been made available in case of almost any catastrophe

that would incapacitate any CSP office. Moreover the complete break-

down of a translator or even several of them in a CSP office would not

completely stop calls through that office although the call carrying
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Fig. 14 — A trouble record card is being removed from the perforator and in-
formatioQ from a punched card is being entered in the office records.

capacity of the CSP office or the switching system would be reduced.

However, to insure satisfactory operation of the card translators auto-

matic trouble recording, test circuits and maintenance methods are

provided.

TROUBLE RECORDER

In CSP offices, where the card translators are used, the card punching

type of trouble recorder will be provided as shown in Fig. 14. In the

event of a failure of any translator, the associated decoder circuit will

block and time out. This causes the connection of a multiplicity of leads

between the trouble recorder and the decoder as well as to the translator.

The trouble recorder \vi\\ then automatically punch and drop a properly

designated paper card (Fig. 15) that shows which translator and decoder

are in trouble. The state of the various elements of the translator and

decoder will also be recorded. In addition, a record is made showing which

code bars, pull up and pull down magnets, latches and important relays

are operated. Also the important key relays which are operated in the

decoder will be shown. The associated sender will be identified as will

also the marker if one is connected. Then too, the state of the marker

will be recorded. From this trouble record the cause of the failure can,

in most cases, be determined.

When the trouble recorder card has been punched, the associated
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equipment is directed to make another trial. This usually will be mth an

alternate decoder and translator so that the call is usually completed

with a delay of a little more than one second required for punching the

trouble recorder card. The trouble recorder, once it has completed

punching a card, is immediately available for recording another failure.

The trouble recorder is also available for recording failures of other CSP
equipment such as the controllers, senders and markers in a manner

similar to that described for the decoder and translators.

TRANSLATOR TEST

There are facilities provided on the trouble recorder frame, through

keys and connecting relays, for adding and removing cards from the

translators. On adding a card, a check can be made to verify the card

output to make sure that it is in agreement with the template from which

the card was coded. Test calls using all decoders and markers can be

made to verify the selection of a trunk in accordance with the routing

information on the new card as well as on any card in any translator.

These tests can be caused to recycle automatically and to drop a trouble

recorder card in case of failure. This feature is useful in isolating in-

frequent failures in any of the associated translators, decoder or markers.

Facilities are also provided for removing the translator selector unit for

periodic inspection and adjustment as may be necessary. Also timing

tests can be made from the trouble recorder frame to check the time

required for the translator to drop and restore a card.

To determine if any of the output channel elements of the translator,

which includes the photo-transistors, transistor amplifiers and cold

cathode tubes, for all the channels, have satisfactory operating margin,

means are provided for making a mass test of the channels. This test is

made under a controlled voltage (36.5 volts) which is considerably below

the worst service condition. In case of a failure of an element under this

test, a trouble record card will be dropped which will show, by a punched

hole, each element that is operating satisfactorily. This mass test is

provided to detect any channel element that is approaching end of

life and thereby assures that there is at all times ample operating margins

of these important channel elements.

Portable Test Set

In addition to the test facilities provided on the trouble recorder frame,

there is also a portable test set for the translators as shown in Fig. 16.

This test set is connected to the translators by means of multicontact
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Fig. 15 — Trouble recorcier card showing the multiplic

plugs, cords and jacks. This set can be used for adding and removing

cards and verifying that the new card will drop. Bins are provided for

storing cards in the process of adding, removing, and transferring cards.

Timing tests can be made not only of the over-all time of the translator,

as from the trouble recorder frame, but also of the individual component

parts of the translator. The test set can also be used for removing the

translator selector unit and for bench testing this selector. In this con-

nection, a re-cycling test can be made of the code bars, card support

bars and latches to check that they operate smoothly and evenly. Cur-

rent flow adjustments can be made of the code bar solenoids, latches,

and pull up and pull down magnets.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

When, in the course of the development, the (controlling require-

ments that had to be met became apparent, the design objectives were

considered. The reasoning applied is set forth in retrospect in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

It will be apparent from the foregoing that administrative problems

would be involved should it be necessary to arrange and maintain the

individual cards in anj-^ particular order in the card stack and, therefore,

indiscriminate loading became a design objective.

Since the cards will be changed from day-to-day and sometimes on
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tema that may be recorded by punched holes.

short notice, the provision of cards capable of being readily coded in the

field became another objective.

It was estimated that from five to ten per cent of the cards used in

nationwide dialing would have to be replaced annually because of routing

changes, that on the average a card would be selected for routing pur-

poses about one million times before its replacement due to routing

changes would be necessary and that the average routing change interval

would be from five to ten years. It was recognized that in the course of

this period, cards might have to be loaded and unloaded several times.

These facts established ruggedness consistent with high-speed opera-

tion as still another objective.

Ruggedness indicated the use of metallic cards. The comparatively

large number of input tabs and output holes required made for sub-

stantial size. These considerations together with the comparatively

large number of cards that are to be stacked together made it obvious

that considerable weight would have to be contended with. Yet it was

known that highspeed operation is mandatory. These conditions sug-

gested that the cards be made from magnetic material so that their

manipulation might be assisted by suitably applied magnetic forces

such as may be developed by the pull-up and pull-down magnets that

already have been referred to and illustrated. Thus provision for the use

of cards made from magnetic material became an added objective.

^.w
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Fig. 16 — Portable test set.

It was estimated that a card translator, on the average, would be
called upon to function from twenty to thirty million times a year.

Accordingly, provision for direct-acting, high-speed, long-life and readily

replaceable components became another objective.

A further objective was the provision of means for reading the routing

information without mechanically contacting the cards, as for instance

by utilizing photo-detection circuirts, such as have been referred to, as

it was reasoned that in this way reliability over an extended period could

best be assured.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DESIGN

Phototransistors are utilized as the photo-sensitive elements, the light

source is a standard projection lamp, the light beams are modulated and
then directed through the card formed tunnels by dual collimating lenses

and then upon emission from the card stack are focused on the photo-
transistors. (See Figs. 17 and 18.) To a large extent the card, which ia
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Fig. 10 — Codeil template (below) and associated card.

manufactured as the 200A blank, was controlling and, therefore, it

will be duscussed in some detail.

CARD (200a blank)

The general form of the card is illustrated by Fig. 4. The working card,

however, is unmarked as may be observed by reference to Fig. 3. Mark-

ing is not required because the cards are coded in accordance with

information furnished on a paper template, such as is shown in Fig. 19

and this template is retained as part of the office records for ready refer-

ence. A card may readily be identified for reassociation with its template

by reading its tab code. The template provides considerable administra-

tive data. The dark half of the holes and the triangular representation

of the tabs are printed in red as is a strip along a portion of the left-

hand edge. After coding, the card is placed over the template. If the

red edge portion is visible the card must be turned end-for-end. If, after

Jt>4^'^^» --4**
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having done so, any red can be seen, more holes have been enlarged

and/or more tabs have been removed than the template calls for. If, on

the other hand, openings in the template are visible through holes in the

card that have not been enlarged, the hole coding is not complete. If

tab notches appear in the template other than in registration with the

portion of the card from which tabs have been removed, the tab coding

is not complete. Accordingly, the template also serves as a convenient

means for checking the coded card for accuracy. As a convenience, the

holes of the template were made round and its tabs triangular.

The holes of the card before being enlarged are of a form and size

that simulates the filament face area of the light source. To accommodate
the 118 holes, the optimum dimensions of the holes were determined to

be %" wide, 0.140'' high and the optimimi vertical and horizontal spac-

ing proved to be 0.535" and }^", respectively.

The tabs are of a form and size determined largely by the mounting

space required for the solenoids that are used to operate the code select

and card support bars, the vertical displacement required for shuttering

the holes and ruggedness considerations. Thus, the nominal size of the

tabs associated with the code select bars became }4" ^vide X 0.205"

long vnth a spacing of f-ie". The tabs associated with the card support

bars— one at either end— being used for each translation instead of
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Fig. 20 — Card and directly associated components.
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Fig. 21 — Card coding tool.

only selectively as in the case of the tabs associated with the code select

bars were made yi" instead of %" "wide and their outer corners were

rounded generously. The additional ruggedness thus provided is par-

ticularly beneficial because the end tabs are subject to more abuse than

the others in handling.

Left and right-hand grouping of the holes and tabs was necessary for

the dual lense system and to provide space in the central area for guide

notches and for mounting the pull-up and pull-down magnets, as shown

in Fig. 20.

Center, top and bottom notches are provided for engagement with

card guide bars that position the cards for proper alignment of the

holes and tabs. In addition, these notches guide the cards during their

operative displacement.

Other marginal notches are provided for mass lifting of the cards,

end-for-end positioning in the card cage, locating the cards properly in a

tool for coding cards, and for another tool which facilitates handling the

cards in bulk. The coding and bulk card handling tools are illustrated

respectively by Figs. 21 and 22.

The over-all size to accommodate the various elements and to pro-

vide adequate strength is 10-^" wide X 5" high.
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CARD ENGAGING MEMBERS

PROTECTING EDGE

GRIPPING TRIGGER

Fig, 22 — Bulk card handling tool. One side plate has been removed to show
cards.

The card material had to be magnetic so that electromagnets could

be used to assist in the manipulation required in the course of a transla-

tion. After giving due consideration to the use of permalloy, Armco
iron and several other materials it was concluded that the most prac-

ticable compromise would be to use hard-rolled AISI-C1008 strip steel.

The protective finish selected was chromium flash over nickel-plate.

The nickel provides reasonable protection against corrosion, while the

chromium provides surface characteristics consistent with the need for

maintaining interface friction and wear at low levels. The finishes are

applied to the strip stock by a continuous plating process and it may
be interesting to point out that the current value when applying the

chromium is in the order of 1,000 amperes. It will be realized, therefore,

that one of the problems in producing satisfactory material is main-

tenance of the rolls over which the material is fed and which also are

circuit elements, free from foreign materials because other^vise high

resistance points may develop and cause burning.

Flatness is important because any deviation from a plane, in effect,

increases the thickness of the card and thus limits the card capacity of

the translator. Manufacture is controlled so that the slight bowing that

results from handHng the material in rolls always is in the same direction

as the material is fed to the perforating and blanking tools. Out-of-

fiatness is held to maximum 0.012" within 72 hours after fabrication.

Bowing subsequently increases the out-of-flatness but not to an im-

portant extent. The out-of-flatuess is checked by means of the gauge

illustrated by Fig. 23, which was developed especially for the purpose.
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It comprises a flat metallic plate upon which the card is laid, two rails

which are insulated from the plate and project about it an amount

equal to the thickness of the stock from which the cards are made plus

the allowable amount of out-of-flatness and a metallic roller that is

sufficiently long to span the rails. The rails and the flat plate are ele-

ments of a neon tube detection circuit which is arranged so that if the

roller in passing over the card contacts it the tube will fire. If it does not

fire, the card is within the flatness setting of the gauge.

To meet the 0.012" allowance consistently it was neeesary to resort

to special stress relief annealing. In developing the process it was found

that the cards have to be degreased thoroughly and a clean condition

has to be maintained at all times. The cards are clamped under heavy

pressure between thick nickel plated plattens and are then heated and

Fig. 23 — Card flatness gauge.

later cooled in a reducing atmosphere. Such a procedure would seem to

be reasonably straightforward, but it was found that the heating cycle

has to be controlled precisely as otherwise the surface is roughened.

Smoothness of the cards was found to be related to surface color.

Improperly stress relief annealed cards usually assume hues of blue and

brown which were traced to surface films of so Httle thickness— perhaps

in the order of 500 to 1000 Angstrom units as to cause interference col-

ors. It was found that when the surfaces are discolored excessively, there

often is an appreciable increase in interface friction, sometimes amount-

ing to 30 per cent. This is undesirable because free action of the cards is

of paramount importance and of course, wear should be minimized. It

-..Jhii M8> Wturtwi «>
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was found that roughness is caused by cannibalistic grain growth of the

nickel after recrystalHzation; that is, some of the grains grow at the

expense of others, thus causing surface roughness. In this connection it

may be interesting to refer to the photomicrographs of Fig. 24. In each,

the top, light and almost structureless portion depicts the basic material

(steel). The adjacent layer characterizes the nickel plating, the columnar
structure being typical of the electro-plating process. The next layer

shows the chromium flash and the black portion, a block used to mount
the specimen.

The top view of Fig. 24 is representative of the material as received

from the supplier. The center view illustrates satisfactory stress relief

annealing. The bottom view illustrates unsatisfactory annealing. It

will be noted that after satisfactory annealing some recrystalHzation

of the nickel has taken place and that grain growth has started but has

MATERIAL SATISFACTORILY STRE55-RELIEF ANNEALED

MATERIAL ANNEALED AT TOO HIGH A TEMPERATURE

Fig, 24 — Photomicrographs of sections of cards (lOOOX).
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MOUNT FOR STEADY REST

CARD PIN BAR

MOUNTING SURFACE

iS?'^,'-:^?-«.-l«33

Fig. 25 — Card cage.

not progressed far enough to affect the surface sensibly. It will be ob-

served that when the temperature is too high the grain growth is more

pronounced and that as a result substantial protuberances appear on

the chromium surface. Cards possessing such protuberances exhibited

a marked increase in interface friction.

Distribution of the cards in the translator posed some important prob-

lems. Sufficient space had to be provided to accommodate a full com-

plement of cards. Yet it was realized that there would be cases where

the translator would not be fully equipped and under these conditions

the cards, due to the surplus space available, might lean sufficiently to

render them inoperable. To obviate such a possibility a partitioned cage

— see Fig. 25^ is provided for the cards. The partitions are close

enough to one another to assure that if but a single card is used in a

compartment it will operate satisfactorily. This is illustrated by Fig. 26.

The spacing thus arrived at is a little less than 1". This spacing provides

sufficient room for reliably handling 98 coded cards and a blank card

adjacent each partition making a total of 100 cards to a compartment.

The blank cards improve the performance of the adjacent cards.

Twelve compartments were decided upon after due consideration

of the many related problems such as Ught tunnel transmission losses,

11 iM'TfrtnrtTi WUlb uj-it..^^ ^flUM*** jtti
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and code select bar deflection. Twelve compartments fully loaded can

accommodate nearly 1200 cards. Thus a comfortable margin beyond

the 1000-card capacity requirement has been provided.

Card thickness was controlled by considerations such as stiffness

of the tabs, flatness and overall length of the card stack. It ultimately

was concluded that the optimum thickness is 0.007" nominal.

The weight of a card after coding averages 40 grams and, considering

that nearly 1200 cards may be in translator the total card load is ap-

proximately 100 pounds. This is considered to be enormous from a

telephone switching apparatus viewpoint and largely accounts for the

need of the pull-up magnet.

Manipulation in effecting a translation has to be fast. The displace-

ment of the selected card has to be comparatively large and the card

stack, which also has to be moved for each translation but to a lesser

extent, is exceptionally heavy. These are not compatible conditions

but by advantageous coordination of the pull-up magnet, the pull-down

magnet, the latches and the card support bar lift magnets, it has been

possible to meet them reliably.

FILLED BPN

PARTIALLY FILLED
BIN (NOTE LEAN)

PARTIALLY FILLED BIN
(NOTE THAT CARDS
MOW STAND UPRIGHT
AND ARE FANNED)

SINGLE CARD
(NOTE THAT CARD
NOW STANDS UPRIGHT)

BEFORE MAGNETIZATION AFTER MAGNETIZATION

Fig. 26 — Card stack before and after magnetization.
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The weight of the stack normally is borne by the latches via the code

select bars, but as the time approaches for their operation the stack is

elevated by energization of the pull-up magnet and the latches thereby

are freed for fast operation.

Separation of the cards just prior to dropping a selected card is effected

by the pull-up and pull-down magnets. These magnets induce like

magnetic poles in corresponding portions of all the cards and the parti-

tions of the card cage as may be deduced by reference to Fig. 20 and the

resulting mutual repulsion causes the cards to separate as may be noted

by reference to Fig. 26. This assures free action of the selected card. The

pull-up magnet is deenergized when the required code select bars are

checked down. The pull-down magnet is maintained energized to assist

the dropping of the card.

The nominal initial jump of the card stack, or the separation between

the top of the card stack and the pull-up magnet pole faces is nominally

0.016". When the magnet is energized the stack "jumps" to the pole

faces in about 15 milliseconds which is fast considering that the load

may be as much as 100 pounds.

The nominal drop of the selected card is 0.180". Accordingly, the theo-

retical free fall time is 33.2 milliseconds and the terminal velocity is

12.7" per second. However, under working conditions, the selected card

does not fall freely and except for the added pull of the pull-down mag-

net, the drop time would average about 40 milliseconds. The pull-down

magnet is capable of reducing the drop time in a working translator to

as little as 16 milliseconds or approximately one-half the theoretical

free fall time with a measured terminal velocity as high as 35" per

second. Should this speed be permitted, the impact forces developed

would be of sufficient magnitude to cause the tabs of the cards to mush-

room to an unworkable degree and to cut through the nylon surfacing

of the pole faces of the pull-down magnet in less than one million opera-

tions. Under the restraining influence of the card support bars, the

drop tune averages 33 milliseconds or a reduction of approximately 20

per cent with respect to the unaided operate time and the maximum
terminal velocity measured has been 20" per second. Working at this

speed, there is virtually no mushrooming during the normal life of the

card and the nylon facing survives well over 100,000,000 operations,

thus showing a gain attributable to the use of card support bars of more

than 100 to 1.

Inadvertent dropping of all cards of the stack is possible although

highly improbable. It can happen il' the stack is released from its sus-

pended position when the latches are not in a position to support the

code select bars. The combined strength of retractile springs of the

g^ttift inMniiajJittfUfca
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solenoid operated bars is insufficient to support the load and, therefore,

if this happens, the bars will yield until the load is taken up by the pole

faces of the pull-down magnet. The total drop amounts to 0.180" which

then will become the effective air gap at the pull-up magnet pole faces.

This is more than ten times the normal gap (0.016") and the pull-up

magnet is incapable of restoring the card stack to its normal level. This

is despite the fact that when the gap is normal, the pull exerted is in the

order of 400 lbs and the breakaway pull is approximately 1000 lbs. Ac-

cordingly, mechanical means had to be provided for restoring the stack

to normal under this condition. Since this rarely occurs, it was concluded

that manual restoration would suffice and a hand crank, together with

sundry components, including card lift bails, that are illustrated by Figs.

27 and 28 are provided.

Coding of the cards involves many considerations. It has been men-

tioned that a template is used to indicate the holes that should be

enlarged and the tabs that should be removed. Obviously, punch and

die sets are required to do this. They are provided as components of a

tool which is illustrated by Fig. 21. This tool provides a carriage upon

which the card to be coded and the template that provides the coding

information are mounted in fixed relationship. The carriage may be

moved about to effect registration of the holes to be enlarged or the tabs

to be removed, with respect to the punches and dies. When enlarging

holes, the carriage is moved to a position where a foot treadle operated

pilot registers with a hole in the template and then the treadle is de-

pressed. The pilot enters the hole in the plate that supports the tem-

plate. The hole is close fitting to effect approximate alignment. As the

motion progresses a pilot that is part of the punch assembly effects

precise alignment between the punch and the hole to be enlarged. This

final alignment is made possible by providing for a small amount of

float of a card on the carriage. As the foot treadle is depressed further,

the punch enlarges the hole in the card. For coding the tabs, a second

punch and die set is provided. It is brought into action by a mieroswitch

controlled solenoid that actuates the punch. The carriage referred to is

notched along one edge in registration with the tab positions of the

template. Wherever the template is notched, the corresponding card

tab is to be removed and the carriage is positioned so that these notches

successively may be registered with a stylus associated with the solenoid

control switch. The carriage then is moved against the stylus and in

doing so the switch is operated which causes the solenoid to ac;tuate the

punch, thereby clipping off the corresponding tab of the card. In chpping

off tabs the punch does not have to be aligned precisely \vith the tab
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ELEVATING
CRANK

CONTROL °-

CONTACTS

o

PULL-UP MAGNET
LIFT CAW '^

PULL-UP MAGNET
HOLD DOWN CAM--.^

PULL-UP MAGNET ^

HOLD DOWN SPRING ~

UPPER CARD
EDGE NOTCH

UPPER CARD GUIDE BAR
(RETRACTED TO
REMOVE CARDS)

SUPPORT BAR

SELECTED CARD DROPPED

Fig. 27 — Interrelationship of card select components.
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position and, therefore, the tab punch has not been provided with a po-
sitioning pilot.

Freedom from burrs after coding is assured by passing a sulphur-free
abrasive bearing rubber pad over the card several times.

Care is required in handling the cards to avoid distortion of theu-

BEFORE LIFTING CARD STACK SUPPORT BAR
LIFT MAGNET

SUPPORT BAR— luuuuuuuuuuV^

DOWN,
STOP

J

Mn^jDuaDir ĈONTACT

SUPPORT BAR
LIFT MAGNET

r,,,, , ^^ ., CARD SELECT
PULL-DOWN BARS RESTORED
MAGNET

AFTER LIFTING CARD STACK
Fig. 28 — Mechanical lifting of cards.
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tabs. As a precautionary measure, tools have been made available that

afford adequate protection of the cards while they are being handled.

One of these tools is for in-^^erting one card at a tune in the card stack.

The other tool, which is ilkistrated by Fig. 22, is used when it is neces-

sary to handle a number of cards at a time. It will be noted that it affords

protection for the tabs. This tool may be used for loading and unloading

all of the cards of a compartment of the card cage in a single operation.

The cards, after bulk removal, may be conveniently stored in one of the

card compartments of the test set illustrated by Fig. IG.

CODE SELECT AND C.^RD SUPPORT BARS

The load on a single bar may be as much as 24 pounds. Deflection

due to loading has to be maintained at a minimum because any deflec-

tion reduc^es the effective height of the light tunnels through the card

stack. However, the bars have to be light because high-speed operation

is required. In addition, they have to be wear-resistant because of the

many millions of operations to which they are subjected annually. These

are difficult conditions to meet but a satisfactory solution was found

by providing deep section die cast magnesium bars that are fitted with

details made from suitable wear-resistant materials at the point of

loading. Such bars, as components, are depicted by Fig. 29, in which

the bottom bar is of the card support type. The other 1,hree bars shown

are code select bars. They illustrate the different terminations that are

required by the mounting arrangement employed.

The spacing is Ke" to affect alignment with the tabs of the cards.

This close spacing makes it necessary to vary the amount of overhang

beyond the up and down stops so that the associated solenoids may be

mounted in staggered array and thus their diameter need not be unduly

restricted. Despite the variations in conditions it was made possible to

use but a single mould by casting the ends of the bars of uniform cross-

section and long enough to accommodate the longest extension required.

For those cases requiring lesser extension, the bars are cut off to suit.

The bars are designed so that they may be used end-for-end and, there-

fore, although five mounting positions have to be taken care of, the

three different end terminations illustrated suffice. It may be noted that

the bars during fabrication are straightened if necessary by bumping.

In this way, the necessity for side surface machining is obviated and in

consequence the side skin of the bars is maintained intact which enhances

stiffness.

The weight is only 115 grams each and yet their deflection under the

heaviest workuig load that may be developed is but 0.003" which is

^-_ ^w"— . *'rf.-
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immaterial insofar as reduction in the effective height of the card stack

light tunnels is concerned. The stresses developed are so low that fatigue

failures should not be experienced.

Nylon is bonded to the top surface of the bars because of its proven

ability to resist the cutting action of the cards. Details made from

graphitized phenolic hnen are secured to the bars at the lateral guide

points because of the superior ability of this material to resist wear under

the sliding action involved. This material also is well adapted to resist

the heavy loading that is developed where (top of center slot) the card

support bars are engaged by the tongues of the card support bar lift

magnets and it is, therefore, used here also. BeryUium copper details

are affixed to the ends of the bars where they are coupled to the asso-

ciated solenoids. Beryllium copper is used here because of its wear-

resistant and non-magnetic characteristics. For the same reasons it is

used for details that are secured to the bottom edge of the bars where

end guides are engaged and the bars cooperate with the latches.

The berylUum copper details affixed to the bottom of the code select

bars are each provided with toe-like projections. The bottom of the toes

MAGNESIUM
DIE CASTING

NYLON CARD
ENGAGING SURFACE

END TERMINATION

TOP LATERAL GUIDE
(GRAPHITIZED PHENOLIC LINEN)

TOE-LIKE PROJECTION

Be CU COUPLING
DETAILS

CODE SELECT BARS

Be Cu DOWN STOP,
LONGITUDINAL GUIDE AND

LATCH ENGAGING APPENDAGE

CARD SUPPORT LIFT
MAGNET ENGAGING

SURFACE (GRAPHITIZED
PHENOLIC LINEN)

BOTTOM LATERAL GUIDE
tGRAPHITIZED PHENOLIC LINEN)

CARD SUPPORT BAR

Be Cu DOWN STOP AND
LONGITUDINAL GUIDE

Fig. 29 — Code select and card support bars.
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normally rests on the support blade of the latches. After the pull-up

magnet is energized, support by the latches no longer is required and

they are operated to move their support blades out from under the toes

of the code select bars, so that the combination of bars called for by the

code digits may be depressed. After the combination is checked down,

the latches return to normal so that they are again in position to support

the card stack. The toes of the depressed bars project under the support

bars of the latches, thus tending to prevent any of the depressed bars

from restoring prematurely. The card support bars are not provided

with toe-like projections and therefore, may be depressed regardless

of the position of the latch support blades. This is necessary because the

card support bars have to operate after the depressed code select bar

combination has been checked down and the latches restored. The

selected card then rides the support bars down and controls the ter-

minal card velocity within safe limits.

Transverse alignment of the code select and card support bars within

close limits is important to proper coordination of the bars with the tabs

of the cards and also to maintain transverse operating clearance between

the bar coupling details and the blade like extension of the plungers of

the associated solenoids. It also is necessary to control the up-stop level

of the bars accurately so that the close vertical alignment of the holes

in the cards that is required may be assured. These conditions are met

by the provision of details that serve both as transverse guides and as

up-stops for the bars in groups of twenty each which is consistent with

,
their left and right-hand grouping. Since these combined stop and guide

details are needed at both ends of each group, four are provided. They

comprise details that are stepped to provide a horizontally disposed sur-

face that serves as a common up-stop and a vertically disposed wall

that is slotted to form a comblike transverse guide for the solenoid

operated bars. The nylon surfaced top of the code select and card sup-

port bars engages the bottom surface of the combined up-stop and comb

guide details under the action of the solenoid retractile springs. The

comb portion engages the graphitized phenolic linen details that are

set into the code select and card support bars near their top at both ends.

The lowermost position of the solenoid operated bars has to be con-

trolled in order to establish their proper operated position with respect

to the pole faces of the pulldown magnet and the bars have to be guided

endwise so as to maintain a longitudinal operating clearance at the

coupling details. This is accomplished by providing stop bars, the top

and inside surfaces of which cooperate respectively with horizontally

and vertically disposed surfaces of the beryllium copper details that are
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fastened to the bottom of the bars. Both the top and the inside surfaces

referred to are faced with nylon. The combination stop and guide de-

tails are located so that the top surface of the solenoid operated bars lies

about }'^4^" below the pole faces of the pull-down magnet when the bars

are fully depressed. This under flush condition is necessary to assure that

the pole faces act as the down-stop for the selected card as is intended.

CENTER GUIDES '

To maintain the intended vertical disposition of the solenoid operated

bars, additional comb-like guides are provided that engage the bars at

their center near the bottom edge. Actually they engage the graphitized

phenolic linin details that are inserted at the center of the bars. This

arrangement of the comb guides provides triangularly disposed guidance

that affords both transverts and vertical stability with minimum working

friction.

OFF-NORMAL CONTACTS

It is important that all of the code select bars necessary for selecting

the required routing card be checked down before proceeding further

with a translation and it is equally important that after translation

they all be checked up before proceeding further towards restoration

of the translator to normal. Off-normal contact springs that are operated

by the bars are provided for this purpose. They are mounted at the light

source end of the bars as indicated in Fig. 18. They also are illustrated by
Fig. 30, and from this illustration it will be noted that off-normal con-

tacts also are provided for the card support bars. These latter contacts

close as the bars are operated to start timing of the "no card" timing

circuit. When the card support bars are released, their off-normal con-

tacts control the circuit of the card-support lift-bar magnets. This is a

desirable arrangment because these magnets are required to supplement

the solenoid retractile springs only as the card-support life-bars approach

their upper stop position where they engage any cards that may be

tilted. Late energization of these magnets prevents the development of

high tab impact forces.

LATCHES

The latches are magnetically operated to free the solenoid operated

bars and are spring returned to their bar engaging position. Four are

provided : two at each end of the bar array, one for the left-hand group-

ing and the other for the right hand. Accordingly, each has to be capable
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OFF NORMAL

CONTACT SPRING

Fig. 30 — Top of dynamic unit illustrating off-normiil contacts and solenoid

arrangement.

of supporting one-quarter of the weight of a full complement of cards

or 25 lb each. Yet the latches have to be fast. This is accomplished

largely by providing for "on center" loading as may be discerned by

reference to Fig. 31 keeping in mind that the beryllium copper append

ages on the bottom of the code select bars engage the support blades ol

the latches virtually directly above the pivot center. Furthermore, a

major portion of the moving member is made from magnesium. A spring

pileup such as may be seen in Fig. 32, is associated with and is operated

by each latch and the translator circuit is so arranged that a translation

cannot progress beyond the latch operate point until all four latches have

operated. The same is true when the latches are to be restored to normal,

that is, the cycle cannot progress further until all four latches are

restored.

The operate time of the latches averages 40 milliseconds, the restoral

average being 15 milliseconds.

SOLENOIDS

The main problem here was to provide high-speed operation in the

presence of a comparatively large non-operated gap and considerable

-- ^-^LJ .HX.
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load and to do so with a small diameter solenoid. Magnetic cross-fire

possibilities born of the close mounting conditions required also had

to be contended with. Regarding diameter limitations, it ^vill be recalled

that the tabs of the cards are on %$" centers and that five solenoids

are grouped in stagger arrangement. Thus six positions or five spacings

have to be considered and, therefore, the diameter of the solenoids has

to be less than ^^fe"- This is very small considering what the solenoids

have to do, but satisfactory performance was achieved by the use of

solenoids of which Fig. 33 is representative. The coil tube is made from

beryllium copper because of its high resistivity, resistance to corrosion

and its ability to resist wear. The main body of the operating plunger is

surfaced mth a heavy plating of chromium. The plunger then is ground

to size, lapped and buffed to provide a very smooth surface. The blade-

like extension that is secured to the main body of the plunger for cou-

pling purposes is made from steel. It is hardened, ground and polished

to assure long life. The fixed plunger is adjustable axially so that a

small but definite operated gap may be provided as otherwise mush-

' CONTACT ACTUATING

'sl'.M-

SUPPORT BLADE

Fig, 31 — Code select bar latch.
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LATCH CONTACT SPRINGS

Fig. 32 — Jack side of dynamic unit showing latch contact springs.

rooming due to impact would be experienced. It is possible to maintain a

small operated gap because the down-stop position of the solenoid

operated bars is precisely controlled by common stop details that engage

the solenoid operated bars and thus limit the motion of the solenoid

plungers to which they are coupled. The solenoid is provided as a package

including the necessary retractile spring and coupling details. One of the

coupling details is a rubber buffer. This buffer cushions the impact

developed when the bar that is coupled to the solenoid engages the up-

stop. At the top of the bar coupling detail another rubber buffer is

mounted. This second buffer cushions the unpact when the downstop is

engaged. A crowned washer is cemented to the first buffer and the

assembly provides a slight vertical freedom of the plunger extension in

the bar coupling detail. Combined, these features permit sufficient free-

dom of action to prevent binding in the event one solenoid of a bar acts

faster than the other.

The average operate and restoral times of the solenoid are 32 and 28

milliseconds, respectively. The unoperate gap pull averages 325 grams,

and the unoperated force of the retractile spring is 200 grams. The

solenoids are operated dry to prevent giunming.

The beryllium copper coupling details secured to the ends of the

solenoid operated bars provide a slot through which the flattened ex-

tension of the solenoid plunger passes. The position control of the

solenoids and of the bars is such that side friction at the coupling is

virtually non-existent. There is adequate end or longitudinal clearance

to permit of unrestrained tilting of the bars such as may be experienced

if one solenoid operates faster than the other.
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CARD SUPPORT BAR LIFT MAGNETS

It is possible that a translator may be equipped with a group of cards

from which all tabs except a very small number common to the group

have been removed from one side. To select any card of the group

all of the code select bars associated with the remainder of the tabs

on the side involved have to be operated. Under these conditions the

unselected cards of the group would be unsupported on one side and

would, therefore, tilt to the extent permitted by the card guide bar work-

ing clearances that prevail. The closest practicable clearances have been

established and yet, insofar as the card guide bars are concerned, the

lower corner of the cards would be free to drop approximately 0.015"

below the nominal bottom surface of the card stack. The combined

weight of the tilted cards could be more than the associated code select

bars can support; therefore, these bars would be depressed sUghtly.

Actually they could be depressed sufficiently to interfere with the in-

tended free action of the latches when they are called upon to operate

and release for restoral of the translator to normal. This could happen,

despite the fact that the powerful pull-up magnet would be energized

at this time, because the flux shunting action of the adjacent and higher

cards reduces the pull on the tilted cards to a very small value. The high

cards in rising decrease the chances of the tilted cards following. There-

fore, supplementary magnets have been provided that assist the retractile

springs of the card support bars in lifting the tilted cards. These magnets

are powerful enough (6.6 lbs.) to straighten up the tilted cards.

The form of these magnets, which have been called card support bar

lift magnets, is illustrated in Fig. 34. It will be noted that, like the

latches, they are constructed as units to permit convenient servicing in

the field. Two coils are used for each magnet because in this way standard

comparatively small diameter coils can be used and thus the magnets

may be mounted more readily in the space available.

214a selector

All of the dynamic components, that is, the code select and card sup-

port bars, the solenoids, the latches, the card support bar lift magnets

and the ofT-normal contacts are combined in a subassembly that is ar-

ranged on a plug-iu basis. This combination, which as a convenience

includes the pull-down magnet and of necessity many supporting de-

tails, is illustrated by Figs. 30 and 32. It is manufactured as the 214A

selector but commonly is called the dynamic unit. It may readily be

removed from a translator and placed on a portable elevator table such

iBS-sas^n^H^i^kM
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Fig. 34 — Pull-up magnet and lift superstructure.

as is depicted by Fig. 35. Accordingly, when the dynamic unit needs to

be serviced, it may be taken to a location suitable for the purpose and

meanwhile the translator may be continued in service by substituting

a spare dynamic unit.

REMOVAL OF THE UNIT

To remove the dynamic unit, the cards first either have to be removed

from a translator or in some way they have to be supported clear of

the code select and card support bars. In some cases it will be possible

to service the unit in a few minutes, and in such cases, should the cards

have to be removed, their handling would constitute the major effort.

The pull-up magnets could be energized in which event the cards would

be suspended clear of the solenoid operated bars thus permitting the re-

moval of the unit. However, conditions might be such that the pull-up

magnet thus would have to be kept energized for a comparatively long

time and this would be undesirable because the current drain is heavy.

In any event, suspension of the cards by the pull-up magnet for this

purpose would be hazardous because should the circuit be interrupted

only momentarily, the cards would fall and considerable damage no

doubt w^ould re.5ult. Accordingly, mechanical means were provided

whereby the cards may be elevated quickly and held suspended safely
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for an indefinite period. This was accomplished by providing hooked

end bails pivotally mounted on the pull-up magnet structure and so

arranged that they may readily be swung into a position where their

hooked ends enter the top notches in the end edges of the cards. A
manually operated crank is provided whereby the bails and hence the

cards may be elevated. The mechanism employed is shown in Figs. 27,

28 and 34. It will be noted that the bails are arranged to act much like

ice tongs, that is, the heavier the load the more securely they grip.

CLEARING A "CARD CRASIl"

It is possible, under certain conditions, involving double trouble, for

the pull-up magnet circuit to be broken while the latches are operated

clear of their code select bar supporting position. If this happens, the

card stack will fal! and unless the translator is very lightly loaded, the

weight of the card stack will overcome the solenoid retractile springs and

all of the cards will move down to the pull-down magnet pole face level.

Such a condition has been dubbed a "card crash". If it occurs, the pull-up

CARD TRANSLATOR ;,

TABLE 1

Fig. 35 — Portable elevator table.

.,«;»'Ji:i>A*^?itiSiL^3^u'ti.itK-mii.
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magnet will be incapable of lifting the card stack because of the ma-
terially increased airgap and, therefore, the translator will be rendered

inoperable. However, the baUs provide a convenient means for clearing

the trouble because the top notches in the cards are so located and are

of such a size that they may be engaged by the bails even when the cards

are at the pull-down magnet level and the lift motion is sufficient to

permit the latches again to assume their card stack supporting role.

REMOVAL OF CARDS

To remove the cards; the pull-up magnet must be lifted sufficiently to

permit of the cards being raised above the lower card guide bar. In

addition, the upper card guide bar must be lifted clear of the stack. The
crank referred to may be used to effect the required action. The upper

card guide bar is raised by rotating the crank beyond the position re-

quired to raise the pull-up magnet whereupon a cam of the internal

peripheral shell type engages mechanism adapted to lift the guide bar

while the pull-up magnet dwells in the elevated position already effected.

The mechanism referred to is illustrated schematically in the Figs.

27 and 28.

Cams, locking pawls, and associated circuitry cooperate to prevent

operation of the crank while the translator is in service, to limit to the

necessary extent the amount that the crank may be turned when
removing the dynamic unit or alleviating a card crash and to permit

of its being turned sufficiently further to elevate the upper card guide

bar to clear the cards when they are to be removed or are being loaded.

Study of related figures will make clear the mode of operation of the

elevating mechanism. i

PTJLL-TJP AND PXJLL-DOWN MAGNETS

These magnets (see Fig. 18) are of the eight coil common pole type.

They differ principally in that the cores for the coils of the pull-up mag-

net are laminated to provide for fast operation as is required. The
operate and release timing of the pull-down magnet is such that its

cores need not be laminated.

It is of vital importance that all of the coils of the magnets are

effective as otherwise some of the cards may not be elevated when the

latches are called upon to operate, or the cards may not fall reliably.

Accordingly, a slave relay is used in series with each of the coils and if a

relay fails to operate, thereby indicating possible magnet coil failure, the

trouble recorder is called into action and steps are taken to clear the

trouble.
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The pull-up magnet is capable of exerting a pull of 350 lb when the

airgap is 0.020" which is approximately 25 per cent more than the nor-

mal operate gap and since the cards weigh approximately 100 lb. it will

be seen that a rehable operate margin has been provided. The perform-

ance capabiHties of the puH-down magnet were developed in the dis-

cussion of its effect on the drop time of the cards. The breakaway pull

of this magnet is approximately 1,000 lb.

LIGHT SOURCE

The light source comprises the projection lamp, the light beam modu-

lating wheels, the wheel driving motor, and the two first surface mirrors,

as illustrated by Fig. 18. The mirrors direct hght from either side of the

major plane of the lamp filament via the dual collimating lenses and the

card stack formed light tunnels to the photo-transistors. Various ad-

justment and supporting details are combined in a subassembly il-

lustrated by Fig. 36. The subassembly is sho^-n mounted on a fixture

that is used during manufacture.

The lamps usually can be interchanged without readjustment of the

mount or the associated components. At the most, all that has to be done

is to orient the lamp so as to obtain reasonable alignment of the major

MODULATING
DISC

MOTOR CHIMNEY AND GUARD

Fig. 36 — Exciter lamp asBembly.

- -it ^.--i, -3- -**»«••.--
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plane of its filament with the longitudinal center line of the translator.

The combination chimney and guard that is provided as part of the

subassembly inchides a peep-hole to facilitate filament orientation.

The lamp, although operated at reduced voltage, generates con-

siderable heat. Because of this, its guard and chimney are treated with

a cotton flock finish which prevents direct contact with the metalHc

base and thus the guard may be touched without discomfort.

The first surface mirrors are mounted so that they are accessible

for cleaning.

COLLIMATING LENSES

The light level at the photo-transistors may be lessened because of

the accumulation of foreign material on the surfaces of the lenses. Be-

cause of this, the colliraating lenses have been mounted in a frame

(see Fig. 37) which makes it convenient to remove them simultaneously

for cleaning and to replace them without readjustment. The photo-

transistors are red sensitive and, therefore, the focal length had to be

determined on this basis.

CARD CAGE

The cards are mounted in a cage, as illustrated by Fig. 25, The par-

titions are made from magnetic iron. They tend to repel the cards that

are mounted adjacent to them when the pull-up and pull-down magnets

are energized. This is beneficial when a card close to the partitions is

selected, as it gives better assurance of the card dropping reliabily.

However, as has been mentioned, it is desirable to mount an uncoded

card adjacent to the partitions because the first and last card in a {^om-

Fig. 37 — CoUimating lenses.
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PHOTO TRANSISTOR".

MTG HOLES MTG' SCREWS

HINGE LUGS

Fig. 38 — Phototransistor mounts.

partraent are not as free acting as the others. The holes in the partitions,

it will be noted, are round. Round holes were used merely as a conven-

ience in manufacture. They are of sufficient size to clear the light

beams that pass through the card formed tunnels.

PHOTO-TRANSISTOR MOUNT

The photo-transistors, consistent with the left and right-hand group-

ing of the holes in the cards, are mounted in left and right-hand groups

of fifty-nine each. The mounts used comprise frames that are precisely

machined, necessary because the activating light beams have to be

concentrated on a very small piece of germanium and many variables

are involved. These frames normally are secured to the translator frame-

work by means of three -special mounting screw subassemblies that

provide means for positioning and leveling to obtaiii optimum light

distribution over the whole field of fifty-nine photo-transistors. However,

it was recognized that the focusing lenses of the photo-transistors should

be readily accessible for cleanhig and that it should be possible readily

to view the light beams transmitted by the card formed tunnels as for

instance l>y placing a piece of ground glass or translucent paper near

the end of the card cage. In this way preliminary adjustment of the

first surface mirrors, three dimensional adjustment of the light source,

etc., can be effected quickly. Accordingly, the special subassemblies

include screws that may readily be removed without affecting the posi-

tion or leveling adjustments. As a convenience, loose hinges also are

provided so that after the mounting screws have been removed, the
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mounts may be swung aside as gates to gain access to the photo-trans-

sistor lenses for cleaning. The photo-transistor mounts are illustrated

by Fig. 38. .:

COVERS

Covers are provided for the four sides of the translator and its top.

These covers may be dismounted quickly when servicing is necessary.

The base casting is cut away beneath the covers so as to form air passage

ways to its interior. The covers are perforated near their top and in this

Avay a chimney effect is created which is beneficial to cooUng.

4A AND B APPARATUS UNI're

All of the static elements, that is, the light source, the collimating

lenses, the card cage, the pull-up magnet superstructure, the photo-

transistor mounts, the terminal block, and the multi-terminal jack sub-

assemblies, the framework, the covers and sundry details are combined

in a subassembly known as the 4 type apparatus unit.

COiMPREHENSIVE SCHEMATIC

The over-all appearance of the working translator is disclosed in

Figs. 12, 13, 39 and 40. The principal component groupings entering

the assembly have been discussed at some length and have been illus-

Fig. 40 — Translator (card access side).
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BASE

Fig. 41 — Base and assembly fixture.

trated in other figures. However, the combmation of these principal

components needs to be illustrated more specifically. Fig. 39 serves

this purpose.

WORKING TRANSLATOR

Fig. 40 is a view of the working translator showing how the sup-

porting structures knit together the principal components illustrated

PULL-UP
STRUCTURE

CARD CAGE

ASSEMBLY
FIXTURES

Fig. 42 — liase and assembly fi.\turc together with card cage and pull-up
superstructure.

• riMrtii
.̂
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in perspective by Fig. 39. It supplements Figs. 12 and 13, which depict

the translator with its covers in place. The coded translator (lA) is

38" long by 21-3/^" wide by 27" high. Its weight is approximately 410

lb. The weight of the dynamic unit is approximately 110 lb.

BASIC PLAN FOR CONSTRUCTION

As the development progressed, it became apparent that unusual

and exacting manufacturing problems would be encountered which could

be solved to best advantage by providing design features that would

facilitate alignment of the light tunnels, the optical elements, the card

select and card support bars with respect to the tabs of the cards, etc.

Accordingly, the design was worked out so that the assembly could be

built up around a base casting provided with reference surfaces and

locating pins adapted to be used with a surface plate type of fixture

that could be mounted in the space normally occupied by the dynamic

unit and upon which supplementary fixtures could be mounted for

Fig, 43 — BfiBe and plug assemblj' fixture, card cage and frames.
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aligning the various components. With fixtures of this kind virtually all

assembly can be made without resorting to measurements. The design

of the translator and the fixtures were, therefore, carried forward con-

currently.

An initial step in fabricating the card translator with the aid of these

fixtures is illustrated in Fig. 41, in which the basic surface plate is shown

mounted on the base casting. Fig. 42 shows another step in the fabrica-

tion of a translator. It will be noted that in this instance a supplementary

fixture had been added which supports the card cage and the pull-up

magnet superstructure. Later the side frames are added and these too

are located by means of the fixtures as is indicated by Fig. 43. It will be

understood that many additional fixtures are used in completing the job

and that one of the most important of these is a fixture which locates

the gates in which the phototransistors are mounted. However, by the

time this fixture is used, the assembly has built up to a point where the

fixture used is obscured by the side frames and other details. This method

of construction has proved to be very effective as is evidenced by the

fact that after assembly there have been no eases where the performance

requirements could not be met readily because of misalignment of com-

ponents.

The development of nationwide dialing is the result of close coopera-

tion of many people in the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
the associated Telephone Companies and particularly for the card trans-

lator, the Western Electric Company, as well as of many people in Bell

Telephone Laboratories. All who have had a part in this development,

which may justifiably be considered a milestone in the development of

the switching art, can view with pride their accomplishments. This

development, serving as the means for connecting on a nationwide basis

all the customers' lines into one vast automatic switching network, is

truly a major contribution to the telephone art.


